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"Teaching is the Best Contraceptive in the World." ---The Snarky Mandala  Youâ€™ve molded play

dough and minds and guided lessons and lives. Youâ€™re a coach, counselor, and cape-less hero

who deserves endless thanks and a starting salary of ten million dollars a year. When inspiring and

shaping the future of the world gets to be too much, flip open this Coloring Book for Grown Ups for

some laughs and love!  #Teacherlife is the best life!    Happy Coloring!   Product Details:  Premium

matte finish cover design Printed single sided on bright white paper Perfect for all coloring mediums

High quality 60# paper stock Large format 8.5" x 11.0" pages   The Papeterie Bleu collection

includes:  Mom Life: A Snarky Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 1533270775 Nurse Life: A Snarky Adult
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Dad Life: A Manly Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 153331568X Mindful Mandalas: A Mandala Coloring

Book - ISBN 1530608759 Southern Sayings & Sass: A Chalkboard Coloring Book - ISBN

1533320578 Scribbles & Doodles: A Coloring Journal - ISBN 1945888237 Wonderland at Midnight:

A Fantasy Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 1533528500
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These were AWESOME. Sadly, I got this as a gift for my sister (also an English teacher). Some of

them are TOTALLY appropriate and could be colored and framed in the classroom. Others maybe

your home office (not as appropriate).The paper is solid. It isn't cardstock, but sturdier than your



traditional paper. They're all backed so none of the childhood struggles of "if I frame this side, then

no one can see that side"A lot of them have the traditional coloring book elements: swirls, flowers,

etc. But some are just bold print with fun phrases.I was a little bummed that she liked it because I

was looking forward to coloring in some of these.

This is hilarious!! I love it! I've worked in the schools with teachers for thirteen years as a school

social worker. When we get stressed out and are trying to problem solve during a brainstorming

session, sometimes we take out our collection of adult coloring books and start coloring away. It's

become a tradition now, and it's really catching on. It's a great way to relieve stress while still being

able to be present and part of the conversation. It gets the "creative juices" flowing, so to speak. (I

hate that phrase, but it describes it perfectly).Anyway, I thought this would be a funny alternate to

our usual nature and geometric design coloring books. It's hysterical! It's a "chalk board" book, so it

has much less to color and less detail on each page. But it comes with both "snarky" slogans and

some inspirational phrases too. They're designed as if they are written on the chalkboard, so not the

usual flowers, swirls, and woodland creature themed coloring pages.The book is 8x11, which you

want to pay attention to because many of the other coloring books in this price range are not--they

make em smaller to save money, which is annoying. And, there are quite a few pages, which is

another thing companies will try to rip you off with.The drawings are great quality. And creative. I'm

quite impressed. I highly recommend this for any educator. It would make A great gift too.I was able

to purchase this item exchange for my honest and unbiased review information so you can

determine whether or not this product is right for you. I try to keep in mind the average price to the

consumer and value the item accordingly rather then based on what they paid for it. Happy

shopping!

Teachers Rock! What a fun and zany book with cute teacher humor to color. I got the book in a very

quick time with my prime account. The paper is nice and I can use my sharpies and all ink pens and

they make coloring pages great....nice quality.

I bought this for a friend who was graduating college to be a teacher. (I also recently graduated for

the same field). I absolutely loved all of the drawings in here! They were snarky and funny and

meaningful. If you have a teacher or a teacher friend this will be the perfect gift for them. I'm going to

buy one for myself now too!



I gave this to my daughters daycare teachers when she graduated. They loved it and commented

how they loved the snarky book. These ladies had a great sense of humor, so know your audience.

It's cute and funny. Really gets into the details of a teachers life.

This is one of my favorite coloring books because the pages are thick and single-sided so colors

don't bleed through to the other side. There's also different kinds of patterns (some good for thick

markers and others for more detailed work). I only wish they had more options in this snarky

coloring book line.

This was an end of year gift for our teacher. I saw the cover and immediately thought of her. My son

gets really frustrated at random situations (when people are just acting crazy) she taught him to

meditate and breathe through the frustrations. It's awesome and definitely snarky and goofy like her!

Best gift for any teacher! I took this to work and showed it to all my teacher friends and we couldn't

stop laughing.Every one of them said it was the best thing ever! If you are looking for a great gift for

a teacher or you are a teacher yourselfÃ¢Â€Â¦ buy this book!
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